
ABSTRACT 

MARR, CHANDLER TODD. Task and Relational Functions of Problem-Talk in an Online 
Addiction Support Group (Under the direction of Dr. Joann Keyton). 
 

Support groups are a common sanctuary for individuals coping with substance abuse 

disorders and the accompanying stigma. Moreover, support groups have been found to play an 

integral role in recovery and sustaining a clean lifestyle. Support groups are able to achieve task 

and relational goals through communication, and these goals function as the primary foundation 

for social interaction within groups. Given that the primary function of support groups is to help 

members through their problems, problem-talk is a defining feature of support-group interaction. 

Yet not much is known about the task or relational properties of problem-oriented messages. In 

order to explore the functional properties of problem-talk, this qualitative study collected online 

interaction data from community members of the public-facing online group 

r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY. Consistent with prior studies on support group interaction, task 

messages were more prominent than relational messages. These task messages are core to 

problem-talk; by providing or asking for information, opinions, and suggestions from their peers, 

support group members are able to gather information about the issue at hand. This in turn 

allows them to provide more appropriate solutions to one another’s problems. In addition to 

these problem-solving functions, task-oriented messages in this support group also had relational 

purposes such as identifying with others and providing nurturant forms of support. Results 

support a growing body of literature which maintains that even task-oriented messages contribute 

to the social fabric of a group or team. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

Addiction is a pandemic that has swept across the globe. In 2018 alone, it is estimated 

that approximately 20.3 million individuals aged 12 or older battled a substance use disorder, 

thus marking it as one of the most common diseases in the United States (Substance Abuse and 

Mental Health Services Administration, 2019). The myriad of physical difficulties that stem from 

addiction is mirrored by its social hardships; online and face-to-face support groups are a 

common sanctuary for individuals to cope with substance abuse disorders and the accompanied 

stigma and social stress, and have been found to play an integral role in recovery (Best & 

Lubman, 2012; Tracy & Wallace, 2016) and the maintenance of a clean lifestyle (Fiorentine & 

Hillhouse, 2000; Tracy & Wallace, 2016). Support groups can also equip those in recovery with 

tools to combat self-stigma (Bliuc et al., 2018), which have been found to provide individuals 

with a community of people with whom they can identify with (Taylor et al., 2020).  

Regardless of whether they are face-to-face or online, support groups are able to their 

achieve task and relational goals through communication, and these goals function as the primary 

foundation for social interaction within groups (Bales, 1950). As Paskewitz and Beck (2018) 

assert, “The primary goal of support groups is to provide support and care for one another, and 

such support is generated through group interaction” (p. 456). Therefore, this study approaches 

support groups with the interpretive understanding that these spaces are socially constructed 

(Adelman & Frey, 1997). One way that support group members discursively contribute to group 

functioning is by engaging in problem-talk with one another, which is broadly defined as “talk 

about problems or problem-related interaction” (Laapotti & Mikkola, 2019, p. 731). Indeed, 

Laapotti and Mikkola (2019) claim that groups rely on problem-talk in order to carry out 

performative, problem-solving, and relational tasks. Yet, little is known about the task and 
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relational properties of problem-talk messages, let alone how these messages function in support 

groups. Thus, the goals of this study are twofold: First, this study seeks to determine whether or 

not problem-talk is comprised of task or relational messages, and second, this study explores 

how these messages function within an online addiction support group.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Task and Relational Messages in Group Interaction 

Group interaction is comprised of task and relational messages which facilitate group 

functioning (Bales, 1950). Task messages are those which are intended to contribute to the 

completion of the task at hand, and typically take the form of providing or asking for 

information, opinions, and suggestions from other group members. Hirokawa and Salazar (1999) 

argue that task messages are critical in defining and carrying out the purpose of the group. On the 

contrary, relational messages are those which influence the overall social fabric of the group 

(Keyton, 1999). Scholars of relational messages contend that all messages contain some form of 

a relational dynamic, regardless of context (e.g., Keyton & Beck, 2009). This is not surprising, as 

socioemotional messages are critical in satisfying relational needs in groups (Shutz, 1966).  

Despite their apparent functional differences, these two forms of messages are often 

interdependent and work in tandem to accomplish tasks and achieve relational goals (e.g., Chang 

& Bordia, 2001; Kauffeld & Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012; Keyton, 1999). For example, Keyton 

& Beck (2010) found that laughter (i.e., relational interaction) in groups allows for members to 

gather task-relevant information and evaluate procedures. Members of a group may also relate 

with one another through systematic self-disclosure as a way to enhance feelings of cooperation 

(Elias et al., 1989). Not only do teams use positive socioemotional messages to develop team 

norms, cohesion, and team member satisfaction, negative relational messages can contribute to a 

teams’ dysfunction. In an effort to maintain high cohesiveness, destructive interactional patterns 

may emerge that promotes groupthink and faulty decision-making (Janis, 1982). Negative 

relational messages may also contribute to group stress, as conflict with others and 
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communication problems may lead to role ambiguity (Vachon, 1987) and other issues carrying 

out tasks. 

The literature is not clear as to the typical ratio of task to relational messages within 

groups. Theoretically, it is assumed that the ratio of task to relational messages is congruent with 

the common functioning of the group; groups whose primary tasks are social in nature can be 

expected to have more relational messages (Peña & Hancock, 2006), where as groups with a 

higher goal orientation can be expected to engage in a more task focused interaction pattern 

(Keyton & Beck, 2009; Löfstrand, & Zakrisson, 2014). Regardless of overall purpose, Bales 

(1954) asserts that in order to achieve optimal satisfaction and productivity, members should 

attempt to find a balance between task and relational messages. 

Task and Relational Functions of Social Support 

Existing scholarship on social support has emphasized the communicative and relational 

nature of social support (Burleson & MacGeorge, 2002). Indeed, the expressive essence of social 

support makes it a transactional phenomenon (Burleson et al., 1994; Zimmermann & Applegate, 

1994), as interactions across virtually all contexts are inherently negotiable processes (Gergen, 

1991). In this study, social support is defined as “responsiveness to another’s needs and, more 

specifically, as acts that communicate caring . . . or that facilitate adaptive coping with problems 

through the provision of information, assistance, or tangible resources” (Cutrona, 1996, p. 10). 

This conceptualization of social support emphasizes the functional nature of messages in general, 

as task dynamics and relational dynamics are often interdependent with one another in support 

group spaces (Keyton & Beck, 2009).  

 Communicators may extend support to others in a variety of ways. Cutrona and Suhr 

(1992) identified five general categories of supportive messages, which can be further classified 
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as either action-facilitating or nurturant; this subcategorization is similar to Bales’ (1950) 

distinguishment between task and relational messages. Action-facilitating support is “intended to 

assist the stressed individual to solve or eliminate the problem that his causing his or her 

distress” (Cutrona & Suhr, 1992, p. 155). Cutrona and Suhr characterize the first type of action-

facilitating support, informational support, as offering suggestions/advice, referrals, situation 

appraisals, and/or teaching. Tangible assistance, on the other hand, attempts to provide an 

individual with services or commodities that may ease stress, such as money or offers to babysit. 

While action-facilitating support involves direct efforts to resolve stressors, nurturant support is 

more focused on providing encouragement through messages of consolation and comfort; 

nurturant forms of support include esteem support, network support, and emotional support. 

Esteem support encompasses communication behaviors which acknowledge and celebrate 

others’ skills, thoughts, and feelings, typically through compliments, validation, and shifting 

blame away from someone. Network support is seen through proposals of access, presence, and 

companionship, and is often used as a way for one to signify shared experiences with others. 

Lastly, emotional support deals with performances of care, concern, and empathy. These 

performances can include actions such as physical affection, listening and prayer, or sending 

messages of empathy/sympathy, encouragement, and those which address the depth and 

importance of the relationship between individuals.  

 It is important to note that the five forms of social support are not offered at random, nor 

do they guarantee a feeling of support among the recipient(s) (Cutrona & Russell, 1990). It has 

been argued that there is optimal matching among their typology of supportive messages 

(Cutrona & Russel, 1990; Green-Hamann & Sherblom, 2014). That is, in order to maximize the 

degree to which one feels supported, there should be some level of correspondence between the 
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type of support desired and the type of support received. An important factor that influences the 

type of support an individual seeks is the controllability of a problem). Controllability refers to 

the degree to which an individual can fully eliminate the source of stress. Individuals who face 

stressors that are easily controlled may find greater solace in action-facilitating forms of support 

(i.e., task messages), as these messages provide the recipient with direct efforts to mediate or 

eradicate the stressor. On the contrary, nurturant support messages are effective when there is 

low controllability, as the recipient is often times force to manage the problem with no foreseen 

chance of elimination (Cutrona & Russel, 1990; Cutrona & Suhr, 1992). This is similar to Ford 

et al.’s (1996) conceptualization of support groups, which they claim exist more for the purpose 

of uncertainty management rather than to reduce the uncertainty caused by the stressor. 

Quantitative studies have shown negative public opinion towards those with addiction (Yang et 

al., 2017). Interestingly, some psychiatric studies have shown that few people feel as though 

addiction is controllable once it begins (van Boekel et al., 2013), while about half of participants 

in another study viewed substance abuse disorders as self-inflicted (Crisp et al., 2000). Even 

though the controllability of addiction is somewhat difficult to establish (Yang et al., 2017), it is 

still crucial to recognize that individuals facing addiction have varying needs when it comes to 

the form of support needed. Beck et al. (2017) contend that individuals turn to support groups 

because they may feel lack of control over their own situations, and these digital communities of 

support provide easy access to information which can be accumulated through task-based 

interaction.  

In their study of task and relational dimensions in an online support group for depression, 

Beck and his colleagues (2017) found that emotional support was the most common type of 

support provided by group members to one another. Contrary to the seemingly relational 
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orientation of emotionally supportive messages, a majority of these expressions were task 

oriented. Similarly, informational support was enacted through task messages, while network and 

esteem support took on a more relational nature. 

Social Support in Support Groups. Support groups have long been acknowledged as 

spaces through which individuals may receive supportive messages as a way to cope and 

alleviate stress (Caplan & Killilea, 1976), and are common sanctuaries for those seeking a 

support network (Wright et al., 2011). A review of the literature in the PsycInfo, Communication 

Source, and Nursing and Allied Health databases revealed a significant number of studies are 

more concerned with the outcomes and impacts of having received social support in support 

groups (e.g., Mo & Coulson, 2012; Scheel et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2013) as opposed to the acts 

of receiving and seeking support. Furthermore, it appears that a vast majority of support group 

research focuses on individuals’ experience and engagement in these community spaces (e.g., 

Kashian & Jacobson, 2020; Sanger et al., 2019; Zhu & Stephens, 2019) rather than the inherent 

properties of the messages which construct them.  

Communication scholars that have studied the characteristics of messages in support 

groups have found that interaction among members is inherently relationally-oriented (Cline, 

1999; Keyton & Beck, 2009); yet, most messages shared in support groups take on a task-

orientation as well (Beck et al., 2017; Keyton & Beck, 2009). In fact, both Keyton and Beck 

(2009) and Beck and his colleagues both found that task-messages accounted for over two-thirds 

of support group interaction. This imbalance is no surprise; given that the goal of support groups 

is to provide social support, it would make sense that group members engage in task-messaging 

to facilitate supportive interaction. Seminal research on supportive communication has 

traditionally focused on its occurrence within the middle ground of group communication 
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processes (Cline, 1999), such as communication climate (e.g., Balk et al., 1993) and leadership 

(e.g., Balk et al., 1993; Shaffer & Galinsky, 1989).  

Within the discipline of Communication, many scholars have focused primarily on 

support groups that occur in cyberspace (e.g., Beck et al., 2017; Craig & Johnson, 2011; Wright, 

1999, 2000). Face-to-face support group spaces are often more difficult to enter, so the 

disproportion of studies between the two contexts is no surprise. Yet, it should be noted that 

there are considerable differences between support groups that take place face-to-face versus 

those that exist online (Keyton & Beck, 2009). For example, there may be a difference between 

the information that is shared, as well as the way in which it is shared. This difference in type 

and distribution of message may be attributed to the fact that online support groups offer more 

anonymity, which allows for members to share their concerns openly (Andalibi et al., 2018). 

Moreover, the “immediacy of relationships in a virtual environment may be perceived differently 

in asynchronous and synchronous media” (p. 28). Lastly, communication in online support 

groups is comprised of long textual passages, whereas communication in face-to-face groups are 

more traditional forms of conversation. 

Support groups are defined by a unique set of criteria that revolve around questions of 

circumstance (Rosenberg, 1984). For instance, members of support groups have a homogenous 

source of stress. As Rosenberg (1984) puts it, “Support groups gain their strength from the 

interdependence of the fate of their members” (p. 175). These problems may not be ones 

specifically related to illness; rather, members of support groups can share a common 

incompatibility between person and environment, thus resulting in stress. Take for example an 

individual with an alcohol addiction; in this case, stress may not stem from the physical 

addiction itself, as the source of conflict may lie in the strain between the person and their 
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intimate relationships which is caused by the addiction. This conception of stress pairs naturally 

with Pearlin’s (1983) theory of role strain, which presumes that stress emerges when individuals 

struggle to fulfill social roles and subsequently experience tension in relationships as a result of 

these struggles. Support groups are able to relieve this tension through the reframing of the 

conflict that exacerbates the strain between role and identity (Craig & Johnson, 2011), and by 

creating an overall supportive climate (Droge et al., 1986; Kurtz, 1990). 

Furthermore, members of support groups bind themselves together through discourse, 

which can serve as a means to foster interdependence and identity within the group context 

(Rosenberg, 1984). As members express and confess stigmatized personal identities within their 

support group, they engage in the strengthening of cohesion. Therefore, it can be argued that 

support groups are socially constructed and reified via member interaction. 

Support Groups and Problem-Talk 

Support groups, by nature, are constructed through problem-talk, which may best be 

conceptualized as “talk about problems or problem-related interaction” (Laapotti & Mikkola, 

2019, p. 731). Because problem-talk encompasses such a wide range of conversational topics, 

and is the very means by which support groups are created and sustained, problem-talk in this 

study is viewed as embedded within virtually all support group interaction. Co-rumination is a 

common concept that is often postulated as a form of problem-talk (Rose, 2002), and is 

characterized by the seemingly obsessive nature of “frequently discussing problems, discussing 

the same problem repeatedly, mutual encouragement of discussing problems, speculating about 

problems, and focusing on negative feelings” (p. 1830). In a support group setting, problem-talk 

may certainly take on the form of co-rumination, as emotional expression is a key part of support 

group interaction (Keyton & Beck, 2009). However, co-rumination has been seen to suppress the 
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positive emotional benefits of social support (Boren, 2013; Boren, 2014), which is surprising 

given that the act itself is generally presumed to be cathartic in nature. Yet, there is something 

inherently problematic with viewing co-rumination as the defining form of problem-talk in 

support groups. Group members do not always communicate about problems in a way that is 

excessive and/or negative, and often times support group facilitation enables problems to be 

framed in a way that makes them manageable, or at the very least, provides enhanced 

understandings and reappraisals (Dennis, Kunkel, & Keyton, 2008). In essence, co-rumination’s 

presence in support groups may undermine the very purpose that they serve. 

Rather than regarding problem-talk as a negative communication experience such as co-

rumination, this study approaches talk about problems as something that is neither positive, 

negative, nor neutral. Rather, problem-talk is a complex and dynamic communication 

phenomenon which can perform a myriad of functions. Recent scholarship on problem-talk has 

identified the roles that it plays within the context of organizational teams (Laapotti & Mikkola, 

2019). Such tasks of problem-talk include performative tasks, problem-solving tasks, and 

relationship tasks. While support groups are bound by a completely different context than that of 

a work group, it’s critical to note the consistency of functionality that problem-talk may take on, 

especially when it comes to relationship tasks. As Keyton and Beck (2009) assert, “Embedded in 

all conversation contexts, including groups and teams, is a relational foundation upon which 

messages are created and delivered” (p. 16). Therefore, embedded within all problem-talk is a 

relational dynamic. In fact, in many instances the task of problem-talk is unrelated to problem 

solving (Laapotti & Mikkola, 2019). For example, in support groups, problem-talk may be used 

as a way to invite social support into group interaction and orient the group towards a task to 

solve. 
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Previous work has identified communication within support groups as being 

socioemotional and relational in nature (Cline, 1999; Hollingshead et al., 2005). Yet in the field 

of group communication as a whole, little is agreed upon or even known about the ways that 

relational dynamics in groups, let alone support groups, operate. Equally alarming, the research 

that does exist focuses primarily on the consequences of relationships on group life (e.g., norms, 

cohesiveness, climate) rather than the role that relational processes and messages play in 

facilitating group dynamics (Keyton, 1999). Given that problem-talk functions as a relational 

process (Lapotti & Mikkola, 2019), it is critical to understand whether this is due to a 

socioemotional dynamic or task dynamic that is intrinsic to problem-talk messages. Thus, two 

research questions were formulated to guide this study: 

RQ1: What types of messages are commonly used during episodes of problem-talk?  

RQ2: What are the task and relational functions of these messages in facilitating problem-

talk? 
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Chapter 3: Method 

Data Collection 

After obtaining IRB approval, data for this study were collected from an online addiction 

support group. Previous studies exploring social support have investigated messages between 

members of shared Reddit forums (e.g., Andalibi et al., 2018; Sowles et al., 2017), and have 

shown that the platform’s affordance of anonymity allows for group members to support each 

other more authentically and without fear of stigmatization (Andalibi et al., 2018). Additionally, 

Reddit has become a quick and easy source of social support and guidance from others, as it can 

be accessed with the click of a mouse. There are many subreddits encompassing a vast array of 

stressors that individuals might face, including mental illnesses, physical illnesses, work related 

stressors, and addiction (Kaser, 2018). Subreddits can be classified as groups if they meet all five 

group attributes: (1) group size, (2) group goal, (3) interdependence, (4) group structure, and (5) 

group identity (Keyton & Beck, 2008, 2018). While subreddits vary in terms of their size and 

goal, the platform is designed to cultivate interdependence and identity among its users (e.g., 

individuals can subscribe to certain subreddits and interact with other members), and has 

structure within the online space in the form of moderators and community guidelines.  

Data were collected in the form of message threads (i.e., discussion posts) from the 

subreddit r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY. The community has been in existence since late 2009 

with approximately 27.9 thousand members,i and “is a sub for folks in recovery to share their 

experience and strength with each other directly.”  The group receives approximately 40 new 

message threads a week, and can spark a discussion comprised of a few replies to hundreds. 

While r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY has no specific criteria for membership, there are four 

broad rules pinned at the top of the community page which outline expectations for group 
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members: (1) no arguments, (2) members cannot post links to their YouTube channels, (3) no 

marketing or advertising, and (4) no soliciting to research studies.ii The group is moderated by 

four individuals who monitor the subreddit for content that breach any guidelines put forth by the 

group or the broader policies of Reddit. Essentially, moderators act as group leadership, and have 

the ability to control access to membership (e.g., banning users) and message visibility (e.g., via 

deletion of posts or pinning a post to the top of the community page).  

Due to the overwhelming number of posts r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY receives, a 

small subsample of message threads were collected. A message thread describes an online 

interaction episode consisting of an initial post made by an “original poster” (OP) and all 

subsequent comments nested underneath that post; message threads are also the primary site of 

interaction among group members of the subreddit. Using reddit’s API, which is a data 

management tool built into the website’s interface, message threads were extracted from a five-

month period between February 1, 2020 and July 1, 2020. During this timeframe, the API 

collected 697 unique message threads; data included the message content of thread, the user IDs 

of the conversation participants, and a timestamp of each post. Any duplication in postings were 

removed upon the completion of data collection. Additionally, those threads that did not have at 

least three contributors were removed, as this violates the criteria for classification as a group 

(Keyton & Beck, 2008). This strategy and procedure resulted in 685 unique message threads, 

which took the form of 1312 pages of single-spaced interaction data.  

Coding 

From the 1312 pages of data gathered during the collection phase, additional sampling 

techniques were employed to create the dataset for this analysis. Ten percent (685 message 

threads, 10%) were randomly selected to code for this project. These message threads were 
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unitized into thought units (i.e., complete thoughts which can vary from singular words to 

several sentences). To ensure acceptable reliability in regard to both unitization and the coding 

scheme, a second coder was trained in unitizing and coding the data. To train the secondary 

coder, we each unitized five random discussion boards until acceptable reliability was achieved 

(Cohen’s κ  = 0.85); reliability was calculated using the formula 2M/(N1 + N2).iii After achieving 

acceptable reliability (Cohen’s κ  = 0.85) between the two coders, we each unitized half of the 

remaining data, checking in with one another frequently to combat coder drift. In all, the 

unitization of the 68 message threads produced 4,580 thought units (M = 67.35 thought 

units/message thread). Once data were coded into thought units, the same procedure was 

followed to establish and maintain reliability (Cohen’s κ = .89) when coding the data with Bales’ 

(1950) Interaction Process Analysis (IPA). Thereafter, each coder worked through the remaining 

data independently before coming back together to discuss and correct any differences in 

opinion.  

IPA 

Data were coded using Bales’ (1950) IPA coding scheme (see Table 1, Appendix A) as a 

way to identify the task and relational dimensions of the interaction data. While there are many 

coding schemes that can be used to classify group interaction, IPA was identified as a relevant 

coding scheme because it differentiates between task-oriented and relationally-oriented 

messages, and is focused centrally on communication among group members. IPA consists of 12 

interaction codes. Interaction can be coded as socioemotional or task-oriented in nature, and are 

further distinguished by the way that a message influences the social fabric of the group by its 

positive or negative valence. IPA is well established as a foundational methodology for studying 

group interaction (McGrath, 1984) with acceptable representational validity (Poole & Folger, 
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1981). It has also proven useful in illuminating the socioemotional dynamics of support groups 

(Beck et al., 2017; Keyton & Beck, 2009). IPA distributions are reported in Table 2 (see 

Appendix B). 

Data Analysis 

Upon completion of coding, the data were analyzed in an attempt to understand the 

functions of problem-talk episodes and the task/relational orientation of the messages. When the 

IPA is combined with Fisher and Hawes’s (1971) Interact System Model, which retains the 

continuous nature of interaction among group members, the unit of analysis becomes speech 

episodes, or contiguous interacts. Maintaining the natural sequence of interaction in among 

group members allowed me to identify the common relational or task behaviors that follow 

problem-oriented messages; this was also helpful in determining the frequency at which these 

messages occur. As Keyton and Beck (2009) assert, this method of analysis goes beyond labeling 

a thought unit as a function; “this analysis examines how the thought unit is performing a role in 

the accomplishment of the support group’s relational goal” (p. 20).  

In addition to using the Interact Systems Model (Fisher & Hawes, 1971) to maintain 

interaction sequence, I used constant comparative techniques (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Lincoln & 

Guba, 1985) to refine the coded data and generate themes and subthemes. First-cycle codes were 

produced by comparing contiguous interacts within transcripts and sequences of IPA codes to 

one another. Axial coding condensed first-cycle codes down into major themes which detailed 

how problem-talk episodes function to accomplish group tasks and develop/maintain 

relationships. Results are reported below. 
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Chapter 4: Results 

Similar to past studies that have used IPA to explore support group interaction (Beck et 

al., 2017; Keyton & Beck, 2009), messages in the subreddit r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY were 

revealed to be predominantly task-oriented (n = 3,676, 80.3%). Results suggest that problem-talk 

consists of primarily task-oriented messages. Over three quarters of the thought units were coded 

as active task (n = 3,485; 76.1%) in which group members provided information, shared their 

opinions, and gave suggestions to one another. In fact, there were about 18 times more answers 

than there were questions. On the contrary, only 4.2% (n = 191) of all messages were questions. 

Concerning the relational thought units, the group interacted with one another in ways that were 

more positive (n = 756, 16.5%) than negative (n = 148, 3.2%). 

RQ2 explored the functionality of task and relational messages as group members present 

and discuss their struggles. The following section details the function of IPA behavior codes as 

group members engage in problem-talk. Functional themes emerged inductively from the data, 

and are reported with their respective IPA behavior code. Only those behavior codes that 

occurred frequently (n > 10%; gives orientation, shows solidarity, gives suggestion, gives 

opinion) have subthemes detailing their function. IPA codes which were less frequently used (n 

> 2%; asks for orientation and agrees) are discussed briefly. In the excerpts provided, each 

thought units’ respective IPA code is included in brackets. 

Gives Orientation (IPA 6) 

Gives orientation (n = 2,469, 53.9%) was the most frequently coded behavior in the 

initial post of each message thread. Even though giving orientation is generally used to 

accomplish task-related goals in groups, members of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY 

occasionally shared information with one another in order to achieve relational outcomes while 
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discussing their problems, suggesting that task and relational messages function together and not 

separately. More specifically, group members’ distribution of information had three salient 

functions in online support group problem-talk: (1) contextualizing the problem, (2) providing 

solutions, and (3) identifying with others. 

Contextualizing the Problem 

Group members gave orientation to provide relevant background information on the 

problem at hand. This was especially common at the beginning of a message thread, as OPs 

would provide information so that other group members could understand the context of the 

problem they were discussing. This pattern of interaction can impact the ways in which group 

members attempt to provide solutions; if other members do not have enough information on the 

problem, they may not be able to provide adequate solutions.  

In the example below, User 316 begins a message thread (indicated by OP) by presenting 

contextual information about the problem he/she would like the group’s help solving before 

asking for suggestions from other group members: 

USER 316 (OP):iv I am 22 years old. [IPA6] I have been completely clean and sober for 

over 6 months now. [IPA6] I am still in recovery as have post acute withdrawal 

syndrome, [IPA6] I am also currently trying to treat my OCD simultaneously. [IPA6] I 

want to get back into dating [IAP6] but doing so is hard while remaining sober. [IPA5] In 

my country alcohol is a big part of our culture [IPA6]  . . .  Can anyone out there who 

went through the same struggle help me out here? [IPA9; 51:1-19]v  

Giving information to contextualize the problem was also a way that OPs established 

what they would like to accomplish in a message thread. This was critical for orienting members 
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around a common goal and specifying the scope of desired solutions. This function often 

manifested as an expression of want or need, as seen here: 

USER 584 (OP): What are some of your favorite books regarding recovery, spiritual 

healing, self care, etc. ???? [IPA9] I'm 7 months sober [IPA6] and just looking for 

something to broaden my horizons and re-enter myself in my healing and recovery right 

now. [IPA6; 48:1-3] 

Here, User 584 helps adds context to the problem by communicating their desired outcome of the 

problem-talk episode. 

Providing Solutions 

Group members provide solutions by giving relevant information to the problem at hand. 

In the following excerpt, for example, User 554 is seeking suggestions for how to safely take 

medications for their anxiety even though he/she has have issues with substance abuse. User 556 

then provides relevant solutions in the form of informational support: 

USER 554 (OP): I have been sober for 8 years. [IPA6] I have a panic disorder, ptsd and 

depression. [IPA6] I was prescribed klonopin for my anxiety. [IPA6] I am unable to work 

at the moment, [IPA6] I spend my days having panic attacks. [IPA6] My psychiatrist 

knows I am a sober alcoholic [IPA6] and said this was the best option for immediate 

relief since I am in a lot of pain daily. [IPA 6] I know this is a slippery slope. [IPA6] I 

only want to take it when necessary [IPA 6] but still it scares me. [IPA5] I have not 

abused benzos before. [IPA6] Advice? [IPA 9; 41:1-9] 

USER 556: I, too, am in recovery [IPA6] but I was addicted to heroin. [IPA6]  . . .  I was 

prescribed benzos (Xanax and Klonopin) daily for 8 years [IPA 6] and got off them about 

10 years ago. [IPA6] I was on 4 mg Klonopin daily and 1-2 mg Xanax as needed the last 
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few years before I decided to get off them. [IPA6] Getting off them was absolute Hell. 

[IPA5] When in rehab they put me on Propranolol as a non-addictive alternative for panic 

attacks. [IPA6] It's main use is for high blood pressure and migraines [IPA6] but it's also 

used for panic attacks. [IPA6] I can take it daily or as needed. [IPA6] It doesn't so much 

stop the mental panic attack symptoms for me [IPA6] but it reduces the physical anxiety 

symptoms like racing heart, dizziness, stuff like that. [IPA6] Propranolol isn't nearly as 

effective as benzos [IPA5] but it's the best non-addictive anxiety med I've tried [IPA5] 

(and I've been on pretty much every med over the past 15-20 years.) [IPA6] It won't 

completely erase your anxiety like a benzo [IPA6] but it takes the edge off and makes it 

manageable. [IPA6] If you choose to take benzos, make sure you take the lowest dose 

possible (like .25 or .5 mg of Klonopin) [IPA9] and only take them occasionally, like not 

more than once a week or every other week. [IPA9] Tolerance builds up crazy fast with 

benzos [IPA6] and it's not worth it. [IPA5] If you have any other questions or want to 

talk, I'm here for you. [IPA1; 41:28-45] 

As exemplified in the excerpt above, solutions were often informed by individuals’ personal 

experiences. When respondents recount their own experiences, they often provide OPs with 

relevant information about how to navigate the problem.   

Identifying with Others 

Despite being a task-oriented message, giving information was occasionally used in a 

relational manner. In these circumstances, agreement messages were often interdependent with 

providing information as a way for one member to exemplify how their situation is similar to 

another group member’s. Members of this support group would disclose personal information to 
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one another as a way to express shared understanding and identify with one another. For 

example: 

 USER 86 (OP): Relapsed AGAIN [IPA6]. This is driving me insane [IPA11; 10:1-2]. 

USER 87: Me too. [IPA3] About a month ago [IPA6] and still at it. [IPA6] It drives me 

crazy as well. [IPA3] I made the decision that I’m going to quit again. [IPA6] Heading to 

detox Tuesday and then Treatment. [IPA6] I’m actually relieved. [IPA5] I know this isn’t 

the life for me. [IPA6; 10:3-10] 

Here, User 87 provides information about their own struggles in recovery in order to identify 

with User 86’s problem.  

By identifying with one another, members of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY often 

shared information as a way to bolster their own credibility before providing suggestions to the 

group, a phenomena which has also been observed in organizational group meetings (Beck & 

Keyton, 2009; Beck, Paskewitz, & Keyton, 2015). Rapport building was communicatively 

enacted as users shared personal anecdotes and disclosed personal information. Many individuals 

shared the length of time they had been in recovery to establish their credibility in handling 

addiction-related problems (e.g., “I have been clean and sober since March 12th of last year” 

[User 285, 28:34]; “Sobriety date Aug 5 2015” [User 192, 33:7]). Other times, group members 

built rapport by explicitly connecting their solutions to established-addiction services like 

Alcoholics Anonymous or other 12-step programs (e.g., “I also dabbled in [alcoholics 

anonymous] for a long time” [User 67, 6:31]).  

Shows Solidarity/Seems Friendly (IPA 1) 

The second most frequently occurring behavior was showing solidarity/friendliness (n = 

600, 13.1%). These relational messages were a principal way in which group members showed 
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support to one another. By showing solidarity/friendliness to one another, members of 

r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY accomplished two relational goals: (1) providing nurturant 

support, and (2) expressing gratitude. 

Providing Nurturant Support 

Congruent with findings from previous support group studies (Beck et al., 2017; Keyton 

& Beck, 2009), group members showed solidarity with one another as a way to provide support, 

namely esteem and network support. These types of messages were often used as an attempt to 

make other group members feel capable in solving their problem (i.e., esteem support). Consider 

the following excerpt: 

USER 1: I am writing this because I want to go relapse [IPA6]  . . .  Where are felons 

supposed to live when I can’t even submit an application for an apartment? [IPA 9; 1:1-

37] 

USER 9: Hi. [IPA1]  . . .  You have the tools to work around this. [IPA1] You are 

articulate, intelligent, and from the tone of your posts, able to discuss emotional things 

rationally. [IPA1] You are also well situated professionally in terms of identifying 

potential ways forward. [IPA1] You are capable of overcoming adversity again. [IPA1] 

Your mind is your own and you are in still in control. [IPA 1; 1:137-144] 

Here, User 1 asks for suggestions on how to solve a problem related to housing. Even though 

User 9 does not provide User 1 with a direct solution in response to their inquiry, their support is 

an attempt to help manage the emotional stress that the OP is experiencing.  

 Other times, showing solidarity was used as a form of network support in which group 

members would offer their presence and time in helping resolve OPs’ issue(s). The following 

excerpt is a continuation of the interaction between User 1 and User 9: 
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USER 1: My tool that I'm currently using is sharing! [IPA6; 1:145] 

USER 9: Good! [IPA5]. We are here to support you. [IPA1; 1:146-147] 

Here, User 9 expresses solidarity by emphasizing the presence and support of the group in 

helping resolve User 1’s issue. This response also contributes to a positive group climate; User 

1’s claim that their preferred coping tactic is sharing their experience followed by User 9’s 

supportive message insinuates that members of this group can freely share their experiences 

without fear of judgement or shame. Group members also seem to recognize the power of 

sharing stories as a coping mechanism. It is apparent that messages of solidarity and friendliness 

are core mechanisms for showing support in problem-talk episodes.  

Expressing Gratitude 

Group members often expressed gratitude for others contribution to helping solve the 

problem at hand. Showing appreciation most often followed messages that were meant to 

provide solutions during the problem-talk episode.  

USER 203: I don’t have any personal experience with this, [IPA6] but I think your initial 

thoughts of what to tell him are spot on. [IPA5] I don’t think I’d bombard him with it, 

[IPA9] but if he asks then just tell him what you said and leave it there. [IPA4; 19:50-54] 

USER 802: Thank you! [IPA1] I appreciate your support and guidance! [IPA1; 19:55-56] 

Here, User 802 thanks User 203 for their general participation in helping solve the problem, 

rather than for the content of their message. By showing appreciation to other group members for 

their contribution in the problem-talk episode, members of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY 

constructed a supportive and positive communication climate. 
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Gives Suggestion (IPA 4) 

 Giving suggestions occurred 511 (11.2%) times across the message threads, making it the 

third most frequently used behavior code. Unsurprisingly, messages that contained a suggestion 

almost always functioned to provide solutions to the problems that members brought to the 

group.  

Providing Solutions 

 Members provided solutions to one another in the form of suggestions, even though 

asking for suggestions (n = 38, 0.8%) was the least employed behavior in this group. For 

example, in the following excerpt, User 164 is looking for advice on how to monitor themselves 

as they work through the recovery process. User 145 then provides clear steps that User 164 can 

take if they feel they may breach their recovery: 

USER 164: I recently learned there is a difference between abstinence and recovery 

[IPA6] and now I’m kind of freaking out. [IPA6]  . . .  I’m doing this all on my own. 

[IPA6] I don’t have anyone helping me with my recovery. [IPA6] So I don’t know what 

to do. [IPA6] Where do I start? [IPA9; 16:1-9] 

USER 145: Don't panic over semantics (words). [IPA2]  . . .  If you feel that something is 

missing from your life and you don't feel secure in your sobriety or if you are concerned 

you are going to relapse somewhere down the line, then you should probably change 

what you are doing. [IPA4] See a therapist. [IPA4] Google "sobriety coach" and see what 

pops up. [IPA4] If you are an atheist, perhaps SMART Recovery is more your speed. 

[IPA4] Or buy a self help book on the subject. [IPA4] There are many different roads to 

enlightenment. [IPA6] And if you don't feel insecure and at risk for relapse, don't change 
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a thing [IPA4] because you clearly are doing something right, [IPA1] a whole year clean 

is a serious accomplishment! [IPA1; 112-135] 

During problem-talk episodes, suggestions are a way for group members to provide support to 

one another by offering direct solutions to the problem at hand.  

Gives Opinion (IPA 5) 

 Group members offering of opinions made up 11% of all thought units (n = 505). Giving 

opinions has three apparent functions in problem-talk amongst support group members: (1) 

contextualizing the problem, (2) evaluating the solution, and (3) providing nurturant support. 

Contextualizing the Problem 

Whereas giving information provided relevant background on the problem, opinions help 

define its intensity or severity. Indeed, group members shared their opinions as a way to express 

their thoughts and feelings about the current problem at hand. This was especially common 

amongst OPs, who often evaluated their own problems as unfavorable. Furthermore, opinions 

revealed the emotional burden that group members experienced as a result of the problem (e.g., 

“This feels wrong on so many levels” [User 22, 2:36]; “This place is worse than death” [User 

218, 21:5]; “It’s incredibly sad” [User 196, 44:5]). As members of 

r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY share their feelings about their struggles, other group members 

are able to gain better insight on how they can provide support. For example, revealing how one 

feels about a problem might signify to other group members the need for nurturant forms of 

support as they work to manage the stressor.   

 Group members also provided opinions to clarify what parts of their situation were most 

bothersome. Consider the excerpt below: 
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USER 170 (OP): Trying to word my question with out any disrespect [IPA2] everyone is 

awesome regardless of recovering time (IPA1) but to the ones who have a few years how 

do you feel like mentally? [IPA7]  . . .  For me I have been an addict for close to 20 years, 

[IPA6] I been clean for 6 close to 7. [IPA6]  I was never book smart [IPA6] so that kinda 

stuff dont bother me [IPA5]  . . .   Now I forget a lot of stuff that I do daily (at work) 

[IPA6] and I just hate that [IPA5]. idk I just feel weird in my head.. [IPA6] I just am so 

stupid [IPA5] lol [IPA2]. I have overdoes a jandfull of times so that as something to do 

with it [IPA6] Does anyone feel any way like this. at all [IPA7; 42:1-16] 

By sharing their opinions, (e.g., “that kinda stuff don’t bother me” [42:8]; “I just am so stupid” 

[42:17]) User 170 is able to highlight aspects of the problem which they feel are most significant; 

this helps other members with providing solutions that best match the needs of the OP. In this 

example, User 170 has communicated to other group members that they’re not bothered by not 

being “book smart,” rather, they are concerned with their inability to recall daily tasks as a result 

of their chronic opiate abuse. 

 Similarly, OPs used opinions to contextualize the problem by sharing their thoughts on 

prior solutions they tried. By doing so, they are able to preemptively eliminate potential solutions 

that they deem as unfit for solving their problem. In the example below, User 436 expresses 

disapproval towards AA and other twelve step programs, reflecting his/her desire for solutions 

outside of these conventional options. Interestingly, other members validate his sentiment and 

respond with potential alternative solutions: 

USER 436: Hi [IPA1] I'm in a recovery program for college students. [IPA6] I have a 

dependency on marijuana [IPA6] and smoked every day for years, [IPA6] really 

dependent. [IPA5] I am nearly 4 months sober from all substances. [IPA6]  … Anyways, 
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I still don't feel connected to the AA program. [IPA5] … I don't like how in the AA 

community, that's seen as a failure. [IPA5] I don't like the idea of having to try hard to 

avoid something that I didn't feel addicted to before. [IPA5] I feel like that would make it 

more controlling then it actually is? [IPA5] So does being a blackout drinker mean you're 

an alcoholic? [IPA8; 47:1-33] 

USER 582: Personally AA was triggering, [IPA5] I could not leave without wanting a 

drink. [IPA6] I found rational recovery, [IPA6] and that was a much better fit. [IPA5; 

47:34-38] 

Evaluating the Solution 

 Group members provided opinions as a way to evaluate solutions put forth by other group 

members. Most often, this was done to express delight or satisfaction with an answer:  

USER 53: My experience is this stuff comes in waves. [IPA6] One trick is to distract 

yourself. [IPA9]  . . .  Just try to get through today. [IPA9]  . . .  This will pass. [IPA1] 

You probably won't notice when that happens because your mind will be on something 

else. [IPA6] The waves don't stay long. [IPA6] And the longer you stay sober, the less 

they come until at some point it may be years since you even thought of using. [IPA6] 

That's my life. [IPA6] Which is great. [IPA5] Hell, [IPA2] masturbate, [IPA4] eat a 

pizza/ice cream [IPA4] and take a nap if nothing else [IPA4]. What you do is kind of 

beside the point. [IPA6] Just don't pick up. [IPA4; 15:16-29] 

USER 143: I love this [IPA5] This is everything. [IPA5; 15:30-31] 

User 143’s opinions act as validation for User 53’s solutions. Validations such as these can 

contribute to a positive communication climate within a support group.  
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Providing Nurturant Support 

At times, group members would strategically use opinions as a way to show support to 

one another. This often came as relief from blame associated with the problem at hand: 

USER 261: Im a recover addict [IPA6] and im still on probation. [IPA6] Over our 

"lockdown" i decided to get a little healthier because i gained so much weight over a 

year. [IPA6] I only drank pop my whole life [IPA6] so i decided my first step would to 

cut it out and drink water. [IPA6] Im doing good with it. [IPA5] Feeling better, less 

sluggish and honestly happier. [IPA6] But my random drug testing started again [IPA6] 

and i had to test yesterday. [IPA6] They send them to the lab, but the lady that took the 

sample said "you drank alot of water." [IPA6] I cryed all the way home [IPA6] because i 

know they violate when people try and dilute, [IPA6] but that is definitely NOT what i 

was trying to do. [IPA6] I never use to drink water, so i dont know when too much is too 

much in this situation. [IPA6] Im so worried. [IPA6]  Any advice? [IPA9] Happen to 

you? [IPA7] I just need to ease my mind. [IPA6] Im literally sick over this. [IPA 6; 26:1-

19] 

USER 263: You did nothing wrong. [IPA5]  . . .  The fact that you even have to think 

like this is just another example of our broken-as-hell probation system. [IPA5] Sorry for 

your troubles. [IPA1; 26:20-27] 

By sharing their opinion on the problem described by User 261, User 263 is able to offer a sense 

of safety to the OP by assuring them they did nothing wrong. The following message concerning 

the probation system also functions to remove blame from the OP by claiming that the system is 

“broken-as-hell.” 
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Less Frequently Used Codes 

Asks for Orientation (IPA 7) 

 Asks for orientation (n =  103, 2.2%) was the fifth most used form of interaction among 

group members. Group members occasionally presented issues which were easily resolved with 

informational support from other members. By asking for information, users attempt to gather 

relevant information which allowed them to solve their problem. (e.g., “Could anyone provide 

more financial information on a luxury rehab center?” [User 251, 25:6]; “How long I have to be 

off opiates for the Suboxone to work properly?” [User 51, 7:92]; “Do you keep your social 

media private from fellow addicts/ sponsors and sponsees?” [User 191, 18:1]). Group members 

also ask questions to one another in order to gain a better understanding of the problem at hand. 

(e.g., “Are you on propranolol?” [User 312, 34:64]; “Did something happen in your life that 

shouldn’t at that age?” [User 4, 39:52] “Do you feel safe?” [User 575, 44:31]). These questions 

were meant to address any gaps in information that were present so that group members could 

provide more appropriate solutions.  

Agrees (IPA 3) 

 Agrees (n = 97, 2.1%) was the sixth most commonly occurring behavior code. Agreement 

often followed the distribution of opinions and information. Group members would sometimes 

express agreement as a way to confirm information provided by their peers. Agreement thought 

units which functioned as a method of confirmation were often short (e.g., “you are right” [User 

1, 1:348]; “well said” [User 45, 4:158]; “Amen” [User 261, 26:25]). Data suggest that in 

problem-talk, agreement is used to endorse solutions put forth by other members. It also allows 

members to validate and recognize the responses of others as being helpful, thus creating a 

positive communication climate. As Keyton and Beck (2009) claim, “Consistent agreement-
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confirmation thought units are likely to create a supportive communication climate where 

individuals believe their participation is respected and recognized” (p. 21). 

Agreement messages were also used as a way to identify with other group members. 

Identifying with others through agreement allowed group members to enact support through 

implicit or explicit inclusive messages: 

USER 75: I can feel the tears come up, making it harder to type as I write this [IPA6] . . .  

What is bothering me today is the anxiety of being an addict. [IPA6] Having others look 

at you with that look and you are reminded everytime you are nothing. [IPA6]  . . .  

USER 296: I understand [IPA3] and feel the same sometimes. [IPA3] Take care [IPA1] 

During problem-talk, agreement that identify with others allows members to express that they 

face similar challenges, thus creating a more open and support communication climate.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion 

In order to investigate the task and relational dimensions of problem-talk, 68 message 

threads from the online support group r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY were investigated. RQ1 

inquired about the types of messages commonly used during problem-talk. Results indicate that 

task-oriented messages were the most frequently used (80.3%) in this online support group, 

which is constructed and maintained through the ongoing presentation and discussion of 

members’ problems. This was not surprising, as past studies on support group interaction have 

found that task messages dominate conversation within both face-to-face (Keyton & Beck, 2009) 

and online support groups (Beck et al., 2017; Paskewitz & Beck, 2018). Task messages are used 

to fulfill and complete the groups’ goal, which in this case was to provide support as members 

work through problems associated with addiction and recovery. Beck et al. (2017) hypothesize 

that task messages are the most frequent (and supportive) forms of messages. Task messages are 

meant to solve problems by sharing information and offering suggestions—receiving information 

in this way may be much more beneficial to support group members’ emotional well-being rather 

than supportive messages which can be interpreted as empty or hollow (e.g. “thoughts and 

prayers”; “I’m here for you”). In this group, task messages mainly came in the form of giving 

orientation or information, suggesting that information dissemination plays a critical role in 

facilitating problem-talk in support groups; functions of problem-talk messages are discussed 

further below.  

In response to RQ2, which explored the functionality of messages used during problem-

talk, messages used during problem-oriented interaction had a variety of task and relational 

outcomes. Frequently used task-messages used during problem-talk were giving orientation 

(53.9%), giving suggestions (11.2%), and giving opinions (11.0%). Giving orientation appears to 
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be critical in allowing the group to effectively solve the problem at hand. This study revealed 

that the three ways in which providing information contributes to problem-talk is by 

contextualizing the problem, providing solutions, and identifying with others. By sharing 

information about the problem, group members are able to better understand the relevant 

background, (i.e., key agents, limitations for the solution, or even the nature of the problem) 

which helps them provide better solutions. These findings are congruent with Stasser and Titus’ 

(1985; 1987) early work on hidden profiles, a phenomena which occurs when an optimal 

solution is hidden from members of a group because not all relevant information is present or 

accessible. Distribution of information also functioned to provide individuals with solutions to 

their problems which often came in the form of anecdotes rather than direct answers. Similar to 

Beck et al.’s (2017) study on task and relational messages in an online depression support group, 

these anecdotes functioned as an indirect way to provide support to members. Whereas giving 

suggestions may reflect a potential solution that the speaker shares with the expectation that the 

receiver will follow through on, giving information (especially in the form of anecdotes) allowed 

members to generate solutions without the added pressure on their peers to follow through with 

the recommendation.  

Even though it is conventionally thought to contribute to task goals, giving orientation 

during episodes of problem-talk can have relational outcomes as well, most notably by giving 

information as way to identify with others. Finding similarities in their experiences is a way that 

group members can create a shared sense of reality (Gossett, 2002), and this symbolic 

convergence contributes to the overall identity of the group (Bormann, 1996). Furthermore, 

emphasizing shared experiences can be beneficial for the individual attempting to identify. 

Kornfield and Toma (2020) found that when an individual perceived that they were writing to an 
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audience with shared experiences, their overall cognitive processing while writing increased, and 

they reported higher rates of post-traumatic growth. Members of this online support group also 

shared information as a way to build rapport with one another, thus bolstering the credibility for 

their solutions. This rapport building is further enhanced because online support groups remove 

the demographic variables (e.g., sex, race, age) that may cause a receiver to discount or elevate 

the information or opinion given. 

Passive task behaviors (i.e., asking for information, opinions, and suggestions) were not 

frequent among members of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY. This was surprising, given that 

social support is generally elicited by asking for advice or information. However, members of 

this addiction support group were still able to clearly define their needs and desires for 

interaction by providing one another with information at the outset of the problem-talk episode. 

The lack of questions could be because group members felt they had a solid understanding of the 

problem context, as questions asked were often meant to gain more information on the problem 

if they needed information beyond what the OP provided. Past studies which have used IPA to 

examine group communication have found a similar imbalance between questions and answers 

in both support groups (e.g., Beck et al., 2017; Ketyon & Beck, 2009; Paskewitz & Beck, 2018) 

and groups in general (e.g., Löfstrand & Zakrisson, 2014; Nam et al., 2009; Song et al., 2018; 

see Beck & Keyton, 2009, for an exception). Future research might involve a meta-

analysis/meta-synthesis of studies using IPA in order to retheorize how members of groups 

interact with one another, especially in regard to asking questions and providing answers. 

Overall, one of the most noteworthy findings is that even those messages which are 

considered to be task-oriented also had relational implications for group interaction. For 

example, some group members would disclose information about their own history with 
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addiction not only as a way to provide guidance on how to approach the current issue, but also as 

a way to identify with others. Group members’ offering their opinions was also found to be 

useful in relieving the blame associated with addiction, thus cultivating a more supportive 

climate. These findings replicate previous scholarship which has shown that giving information 

and giving opinions often is a way in which group members provide support to one another 

(Beck et al., 2017). Moreover, the relational outcomes of task-messages during problem-talk 

support Laapotti and Mikkola’s (2019) claim that talk about problems is not solely a task-related 

behavior. Indeed, as group members talk about problems, they may have relational goals in mind 

such as giving or receiving support or relieving the group of tension. Even though task-messages 

are a core facilitator of problem-oriented conversation, relational messages are still important 

and take on a myriad of functions, including expressing gratitude and showing support. These 

findings reflect Keyton’s (1999) framework of relational messages in groups which contends that 

regardless of a message’s predominate task or relational dimensions, all communication 

behaviors contribute to the relational dynamic of the group as a whole (see Figure 1, Appendix 

C). Yet, those messages with both task and relational outcomes (e.g., giving opinions as a form 

of emotional support) cannot perform their dual functions autonomously. As Keyton and Beck 

(2009) assert, “While messages can be labeled as relational or task, meaning in context is derived 

not from isolated messages, but from interdependencies among relational and task messages” 

(pp. 26-27). Indeed, messages gain their meaning by their successors and predecessors; thus, the 

task and relational outcomes of problem-talk are only made possible because messages (both 

task and relational) function interdependently with one another. 
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Limitations and Future Directions 

No study is without limitations. The most noteworthy limitation in the current study was 

the looming COVID-19 pandemic, which significantly impacted the ways in which individuals 

went about their daily lives. As such, data may not reflect typical group interaction prior to 

COVID-19. Given that a majority of face-to-face support groups either transitioned online or 

entirely disbanded over concerns for health and safety, countless individuals seeking to cope 

with their substance abuse disorder had to find new digital outlets in order to receive support. 

Because of this, there may have been significantly more message threads posted to 

r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY than before the pandemic. Additionally, the pandemic brought a 

unique set of problems that group members were attempting to cope with; many individuals 

shared with the group that they felt isolated or lonely due to social distancing guidelines, thus 

exacerbating the difficulty of “staying clean.” Yet, the increased reliance on support groups in an 

online environment make this study all the more relevant and timely given the current state of the 

globe. Future studies might explore how members of face-to-face support groups made the 

transition online during the pandemic, as well as how the external conditions manifested in group 

interaction. 

Another limitation in this study exists in the amount and type of group studied. Although 

several message threads were analyzed, these data are from only one of innumerable online 

support groups. Additionally, because addiction is a complex disorder which manifests 

differently across individuals, not all group members experience its effects the same way. This 

could explain why members of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY frequently used information 

sharing to give background on their specific circumstances. Emerging scholarship might focus 

on support groups with less complex problems and variances in experiences to determine if this 
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impacts the amount of information shared. Lastly, problem-talk should continue to be explored 

across a variety of group contexts (e.g., organizational teams, support groups, friend groups) in 

order to fully understand the ways that these messages impact group life.

 
i This only represents those users which are subscribed to r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY; it does not represent the 
number of active users on the forum at a given time. 
 
ii This final rule does not mean that the subreddit does not consent to participating in research studies. This guideline 
was put in place in an effort to cleanse the forum of posts that were not directly related to providing support for 
users of r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY, and to combat “low quality” student and marketing research 
(https://www.reddit.com/r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY/comments/dujeoy/community_ground_rules/)  
 
iii Where M represents the number of units coded similarly and N represents the total number of units for each coder. 
 
iv Indicates that the user is an original poster (OP) starting a new message thread. 
 
v Denotes message thread number followed thought unit number 
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Appendix A 
Table 1. Bales’s (1950) IPA Coding Scheme 
 

General Categories Behavior Codes Example 

Positive Socioemotional 

1. Shows solidarity / seems friendly: Any act that shows positive 
feelings towards another person 

“I really appreciate your honesty” (User 
298, 31:28) 

2. Shows tension release / dramatizes: Any act that reduces the 
anxiety that a person or group may be experiencing 

“I do not say this to shame you” (User 
18, 1:307). 

3. Agrees: Any act that shows acceptance of what another person 
has said 

“I could not second this enough” (User 
40, 4:103). 

Active Task 

4. Gives suggestion: Any act that offers direction/action for how to 
engage the task 

“One more (I hope) constructive solution 
is to turn to craigslist” (User 5, 1:99). 

5. Gives opinion: Any act that advances a belief or value that is 
relevant to the task “It’s a bad idea” (User 555, 40:193)! 

6. Gives orientation: Any act that reports factual observations or 
experiences 

“I am writing this because I want to go 
relapse” (User 1, 1:1). 

Passive Task 

7. Asks for orientation: Any act that requests factual observations or 
experiences 

“How long I have to be off opiates for 
the Suboxone to work properly” (User 
51, 7:92)? 

8. Asks for opinion: Any act that requires a belief or value that is 
relevant to the task 

“Was it a lot worse than tapering” (User 
232, 22:7)? 

9. Asks for suggestion: Any act that requests direction/action for 
how to engage the task 

“Are there any books or articles I can 
read about this that you’d recommend” 
(User 802, 19:20)? 

Negative Socioemotional 

10. Disagrees: Any act that shows rejection of what another person 
has said 

“I disagree that you need tough love” 
(User 551, 40:105). 

11. Shows tension: Any act that indicates that a person is 
experiencing anxiety 

“This is not ok behavior” (User 320, 
53:170). 

12. Shows antagonism / seems unfriendly: Any act that shows 
negative feelings toward another person 

“Damn, you’re a gaslighting 
extraordinaire” (User 52, 5:213)! 
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Appendix B 
 

Table 2. IPA Frequency Distributions 
 

IPA Code Frequency Percent (%) 

1. Shows solidarity / seems friendly 600 13.1 
2. Tension release / dramatizes  59 1.3 
3. Agrees 97 2.1 
4. Gives suggestion 511 11.2 
5. Gives opinion 505 11.0 
6. Gives orientation 2,469 53.9 
7. Asks for orientation 103 2.2 
8. Asks for opinion 50 1.1 
9. Asks for suggestion 38 0.8 
10. Disagrees 21 0.5 
11. Shows tension 87 1.9 
12. Shows antagonism / seems unfriendly 40 0.9 

Total Thought Units 4,580  
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Appendix C 
 

Figure 1. Keyton’s (1999) Framework for Relational Processes in Groups 
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Appendix D 

Example of a Message Thread in r/REDDITORSINRECOVERY 

AUTHOR: (User #1) 
POSTED: 2020-06-26 00:48:59 
I am writing this because I want to go relapse. On August 30th I will be sober for 5 years and 
today I want to change how I feel. I am feeling inadequate.  5 years ago I abused any substance I 
could get my hands on. I was homeless. I couldn't hold down a job and resorted to being a dealer. 
I struggled with depression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts.  I went to rehab, lived in sober living 
for 2 years, attended IOP, turned myself in to the police for a felony drug trafficking warrant, 
was convicted for said felony, did time in jail, got a job after getting out of jail and completed 2 
years of probation without incident in December.  I now work at a psychiatric hospital as a 
recovery coach (PRSS). I want to become an LCDC and go to law school after to become a 
mental health and substance use attorney. Today I am being told "NO" once again.  I attended a 
training course in January to obtain a MHPS license. After completing the training and paying 
the state agency for the license I was told they don't license anyone who has a felony conviction 
within the past 5 years.  I then looked into returning back to school to begin taking classes to 
obtain my LCDC. I quickly discovered that the state agency doesn't approve any applicants for 
an LCDC that have felony convictions within the last 7 years.  I have been living with my 
parents since I left sober living (almost 3 years now). I am a 31 year old man. I am humiliated 
because of this. I avoid being open with people about it and almost never invite people over. I 
have been searching for apartments for a month now and have been denied at every place I've 
applied at because of my felony. I have letters from my old probation officer, employer and 
many others attesting to my character, but I cant even get my foot in the door. I am past the need 
for transitional living. I make over 3k a month and can afford a nice apartment.  I want to live. I 
want to be independent. I have walked the walk. I DESERVE to be happy. These people are 
crushing my spirit and making me ask myself the same thing I was asking sitting outside the 
courtroom in November of 2017: "What the hell did I do all this for?"  I feel trapped. I feel 
inadequate. I feel shamed.  My recovery is something meant to be celebrated. I am going on a 
rant now so I will end this with the question I posted on my Facebook earlier because i need help 
finding the answer.  "Where are felons supposed to live when I cant even submit an application 
for an apartment?" 
 
----------[COMMENTS]---------- 
 
(User #2)(2020-06-26 04:42:00): So sorry to hear this.. “corrections” institutions that haunt you 
after your time was served (unjustly for drugs imo) but that’s neither here nor there. Keep 
trucking brother don’t let the system get you down. 
 
(User #3)(2020-06-26 03:33:21): My husband has a felony as well and we had problems finding 
an apartment due to that. When we got into our apartment 2 years ago, I never put him on the 
lease but then I guess they just never say anything. He writes his address as his parents house 
still. But we are looking for new places, and some places don’t ask for background check or if 
you have a record they just ask for your credit score and your tax return and license.. so it really 
comes down to just looking at a lot of different places because people have different 
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requirements. He got into our old apartment despite the felony because they never even screened 
for that.. they just care that you have money coming in lol. He also has expressed in frustration 
and sadness how is he supposed to be a better person when this is always holding him back in 
life? I’ve felt and seen his pain before and it is sad, but I also remind him it’s supposed to be hard 
so you don’t do it again. Until then though I think he has 3 more years and he can fight to have it 
removed, we just keep looking because they’re definitely are places you just have to find ones. 
Don’t become the person they want you to be by relapsing.. because if you relapse then this is 
the stigma they think you are- someone who can’t overcome their addiction, someone you can’t 
rely on to pay rent etc.. but if you remain strong and prove that wrong in time it will be behind 
you. There are new laws and programs for finding felons jobs and places to live. It is really 
heartbreaking seeing the struggle but I promise you it is possible. Him and I live in a pretty nice 
apartment and so far 3 places said yes to us- and never asked for his background check and I live 
in NY. Best of luck to you and please stay strong ❤ my heart goes out to people who have 
drug problems as well as the felony issue because of my husband and I couldn’t imagine if 
something happened to him be relapsing and I’m sure there is someone out there who cares about 
you just the same  Also- if you don’t have someone I promise you you will meet them. 
Wonderful things happen when you work on yourself and forgive yourself and do good things. 
My husband always says he could have never imaged he would be married with two children 
becuase he felt nobody would want to be with him or deal with the felony and drug problem but 
good things happen to people who are good at heart and it seems you are especially as a 
councelor 
 
(User #4)(2020-06-26 03:31:14):   my dad would have been 60 years old on the same day you 
will celebrate your 5 year mark.  he took his own life in the midst of a withdrawal, he was the 
single most kind person i have ever met. he would have stopped the whole world to help just one 
person. for the last five years he lived with his mother, in her basement - unemployed. full neet 
style (sorry, dad. it’s true)  for the last year he was sleeping in his van, still unemployed.   i don’t 
know if this means anything to you, but my dad would have been SO proud of you. after hearing 
your story he woulda said “well alright! atta boy. keep it up”   you’re doing DAMN well for 
yourself, and im incredibly proud of you. life sucks, and it’s important to acknowledge the bad 
parts. it’s just as important to not let the bad parts cloud your vision of what could be.    you 
WILL have a nice apartment, and it WILL feel like home. please give the earth time to catch up 
to you, good things will come. 
 
(User #5)(2020-06-26 03:29:53): I don't know why anyone hasn't mentioned this before but 
depending on where you live, have you thought about BUYING a house? You may not have a 
down payment saved but there are loan options even so if you want to go that route. Your salary 
of 3k per month is sufficient to cover a mortgage in many places and then add in a little extra 
income from renting the extra bedroom to your friend. Just a thought! Home ownership would 
feel good rather than getting turned down by crummy landlords who don't appreciate the fact that 
you have turned your life around completely and the fortitude that takes.   The fact that you have 
a good job nowadays and that they are aware of your past and recovery speaks volumes about the 
person you have become, but rental applications rarely take all of that into consideration beyond 
ability to pay and the things that come up in the research they do (credit, convictions, prior 
evictions etc.).   One more (I hope) constructive solution is to turn to craigslist. I have found all 
of my rental apartments on Craigslist and there was almost never a background check and most 
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people really weren't fussy with their tenants. They wanted 1) ability to pay and 2) to know that 
you will follow the rules for the property. Often, you will be renting a back house, finished 
basement or other property not managed by a rental company, but this may be a good option and 
give you some freedoms that you are not currently enjoying due to respect for your parents 
house.    I hope you also understand that your situation is not due to your personal failings, 
there's a real institutional/structural problem in how the USA re-integrates people who have 
committed a crime in the past. We really do a bogus job of supporting people who are trying to 
get back into the community and hold jobs and be citizens. It's horrible and you are in a hard 
position, but I hope you can get some of that self worth back by realizing that it's not you, it's the 
system that is doing this and needs to change. That's why prison reform and education for the 
incarcerated and help securing jobs and steady living afterwards is so important. You have a raw 
deal and I'm sorry for that, but keep pushing. You will find a good apartment and an 
understanding landlord soon, I'm sure of it, just keep looking around. 
 
(User #6)(2020-06-26 03:28:02): It’s definitely tough with a felony conviction, but we make it a 
lot harder in our own heads than it actually is. The world is becoming more and more lenient 
with these things. I live in New York, where I know that they are banning the “have you been 
convicted of a felony” box on most applications. I was convicted of a drug offense a few years 
back and finished my probation earlier this year. For some reason drug charges are looked at as 
worse than violent ones in this country. It definitely took a toll on me and I identify 100% with 
what you’re saying. With the more time that goes on, sometimes five years or seven years from 
when you took the plea, it seems to just be forgotten. You’d also be surprise how many people 
are understanding when you tell them that you’re in recovery. Rigorous honesty in all of our 
affairs. This is coming from a 24 year old in the same boat. Good luck! 
 
(User #7)(2020-06-26 02:58:43): This may not be useful advice, but maybe? My wife is in the 
same situation as you, she has a felony on her record from drug use and is disabled. What I found 
when we were looking for condos is the individual owners are way easier than the complexes. 
The complexes wanted everything, and despite my making decent money and good credit (85k 
salary) wouldn't give us a chance. Try craigslist, but also be very wary of scams. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 03:00:10): My realtor has been giving me the opposite advice. 
Complexes over individuals. Both seem to be denying me. Thank you for the kind words. 

 
(User #8)(2020-06-26 02:46:43): Keep up the good work man you have came so far don’t let this 
best you. I hate saying this but sober living house, Salvation Army find rooms for rent. Idk what 
your goals are but stick with it. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 03:01:28): I have already done that for 2 years. Not taking any 
more steps back. Thank you for the support tho! 
 

(User #9)(2020-06-26 02:41:37): Hi. You mentioned that you are a recovery coach in a psych 
hospital, which is obviously a great way for you to turn the negative experiences you have had 
into positives for others. My question to you is this: What would you tell one of the people who 
you help that came to you with the same issue?  You have the tools to work around this. You are 
articulate, intelligent, and from the tone of your posts,  able to discuss emotional things 
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rationally. You are also well situated professionally in terms of identifying potential ways 
forward.   You are capable of overcoming adversity again. Your mind is your own and you are in 
still in control. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:43:03): My tool that I'm currently using is sharing! :) 
   

(User #9)(2020-06-26 02:57:38): Good! We are here to support you - Some of 
that is going to be telling you stuff you want to hear, some of it is going to be stuff 
you need to hear, and some of will be stuff that is hard to hear and you resent us 
for.   But you already knew that. And you already know that the hard to hear stuff 
is important too.  So. How do you apply what you know about supporting other 
people to your own life?   You don't have to answer me here either, just food for 
thought. You got this. 

 
(User #10)(2020-06-26 02:18:28): I sort of know how you feel minus the felony. I have a ton of 
misdemeanors from when I was younger... about 9 years ago. All drunk in public misdemeanors, 
disorderly conduct, and a dui. Spent 60 days in jail for one of them when I turned myself in... I 
went to the courthouse thinking I was just going to be paying off a ticket and wound up with 60 
days. It has haunted me to the point where I was afraid to drive. I knew my drinking was bad and 
I just didn’t want to risk driving and potentially killing myself or someone else. I haven’t owned 
a car since 2011. Haven’t had a valid license since my last one expired in 2012. Today I’m 200 
days sober which is the longest amount of sobriety I’ve ever had and I can  easily say I don’t 
want to drink again. I know I’m sort of rambling and I’m sorry if this isn’t helpful, I guess I just 
can relate to the feeling of your past weighing you down and haunting you. I really hope things 
work out for you. You deserve to be able to put the pieces back together. 
  

(User #9)(2020-06-26 02:43:28): Good job on 200 days man. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:39:37): Thank you for the support. 
 
(User #11)(2020-06-26 02:02:12): I don’t know a lot on this subject and my situation is very 
different from yours but I’ll just say this - you are doing your best, your past does not define you, 
it is your expectations of your future and how you approach life NOW!!! your1 inability to be 
fully independent is not a flaw on your part. It is a flaw of the system. Congrats on your time and 
good luck. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:39:59): Thank you for the caring words 
 
(User #12)(2020-06-26 02:01:30): While i do not have an answer to the apartment question, i 
wanted to share with u an insight. It appears your self worth is being triggered here. What YOU 
think of yourself is coming to the forefront. Self worth is a belief. Takes years to change belief 
from “im not worthy/ im garbage” to “i am a worthy, valuable person, deserving of love/ good 
things”. Challenge the belief that is coming up. Also hiding your past is reinforcing the feeling of 
shame/ low self worth. 
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(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:42:31): I don't see how I am hiding my past. I am upfront with 
everyone about my history. You are right about self worth. It has been repeatedly 
challenged within the past year despite all my progress. It's like substance use. I know it 
isn't healthy, but I can't stop my brain from thinking that way. I know how to overcome 
it. Sharing and seeking support. 

   
(User #12)(2020-06-26 03:10:18): You mentioned u avoid being open with people 
and almost never invite people over. Thats what i ment by hiding your past which 
may lead to reinforcing the feeling of shame. Its possible i misinterpreted what u 
ment by that.         Also, practicing awareness when your brain goes a certain 
direction u dont want it to is very powerful in terms of eventually changing that 
habit and beliefs. By that i mean saying to yourself “i noticed i am feeling 
humiliated after being told i will not be able to get that license in the time frame i 
thought i could. My thoughts are .....my feeling is ..... the event that occurred 
was...” u can then validate your feeling “of course that felt humiliating, i felt 
rejected and it triggered a belief that im less than.”  U can challenge that belief 
“we r all born with value and nothing anyone does ever increases or decreases that 
value/worth. This is my journey i am on, tailored to me. I am not the judge of 
others and in the grand scheme of life people are not the judge of anyone 
including myself”.         U can then keep doing this journaling over and over. 
What is your feeling now? “I feel angry, my thought is...” validate and challenge 
it again.         Also listening choices no matter how ridiculous they may seem 
sends a message to your brain that u r not stuck, it provides relief, and can 
diminish string emotions. When u feel stuck and angry, practice awareness “i 
noticed im feeling so angry...” “here r my choices (list as many even if u think its 
not doable): i can live with parents for next few years and attend x school to get 
my degree going: i can save up some money for a cheap camper/ tent and drive to 
camp sites living at different locations/ parks exploring the world: i can search for 
room mates and get apartment in their name: i can start a blog/ subreddit 
exploring how others handle this situation and how we can come together and 
empower ourselves: i can ask my parents to lease apartment in their name but ill 
live there .......... 

    
(User #1)(2020-06-26 03:13:43): I understand how you interpreted that. I 
was not clear about what I was not open about. I am not open with people 
about where I live. I am open with people about my substance use and 
criminal history.  Sharing my feelings is where I am at now. Moving into 
the solution is exactly what I am here for. Thank you for your supportive 
words. 

     
(User #12)(2020-06-26 03:19:36): Sounds good. Feel free to DM 
me if u want more support about it. Good luck with your journey in 
life. 
 

(User #13)(2020-06-26 01:43:34): I have 4 felony convictions in a state that has no expungement 
process, so for the foreseeable future, that is just part of me.   At this time, I have 15 years in 
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recovery and those convictions are 15 years old, though they still show up in federal background 
checks. It is gotten better over the years, but it felt so impossible those first 5-7 years. I had a 
hard time finding a place to live, but with perseverance I found landlords who would work with 
me. I’ve been turned down for jobs (one at a Halloween store when I was in college because they 
“didn’t hire people like me”). I even lost a job at a gas station after working there for several 
years with no problems (not one wrote up and my drawer was never a penny short) due to a 
“change in policy in regards to hiring convicted felons.” There were hard times and times I 
wanted to give up and the system is set up that way...today’s prison system only profits if we 
continue to return.  I spent most of my earlier years going back to school to put some time and 
letters behind my name between my conviction and now.   Today I work at a respected university 
managing a collegiate recovery program for students in recovery. I still had to go through a 
background check and explain everything. Though several universities have not hired me 
previously due to my record, I kept going and trying. Quite frankly, I don’t want to work for 
someone who is constantly looking over their shoulder at me and doesn’t fully trust me because 
of my past. I don’t want to rent from those people either.   It’s exhausting. And there are times I 
wanted to give up.  You are not alone. Keep going! 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 01:45:28): Thank you for sharing. Your story is inspiring to me. 
 
(USER #14)(2020-06-26 01:41:34): 1,825 days. Let that sink in. And then hold on to it for at 
least that many more, for that, NO ONE can take that away from you. Your sobriety is yours 
only, I celebrate with you. Keep it up. 
 
(User #15)(2020-06-26 01:39:09): Acceptance. Acceptance. Acceptance. 
 
(User #16)(2020-06-26 01:17:16): I say this with sincerity, but keep your expectations managed 
for the expungement process.  In my state, it is 3 years after COMPLETING your sentence (jail, 
probation, etc) to have a record sealed, and 5 years post sentence to have it expunged.    Your 
state may be different, and I hope so.  The good news is the other 'cooldown' periods you 
mention sound like they go from the date of conviction, which would be relatively soon.  All that 
said, I know that as we start counting our clean time in years we start expecting society to look 
past our transgressions.  The hopeless addict we were has become an integrated and functioning 
member of society again, and it doesn't seem fair that we are still punished for our past.  I didn't 
get clean until I was 32, and for several years I ran into some of the same roadblocks you are 
facing. It wasn't until February of this year that I was able to successfully go through a 
background check and nothing show up.  I encourage you to stay the course, and remember that 
you still have a lifetime to live, and another few years is a drop in the bucket compared to the 
early death we were all begging for.  I'm rooting for you my friend, this too shall pass.  Edit: to 
answer your last question, my wife still has felonies that show up on her record (trafficking no 
less).  We found that by being honest, we were eventually able to find a landlord to give us a 
lease.  We were turned down several times, but it is not impossible. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 01:19:04): Thank you for writing this. I needed it 
   

(User #17)(2020-06-26 01:48:51): Yup expungement is real. Some universities 
have a “Record Clearance Project”, where university students who are working on 
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their degrees for Justice Studies will do all of the work to get your record cleared, 
at NO COST to you.   I don’t know how to add links here, but if you Google 
“SJSU Record Clearance Project” you will see a live program at San Jose State.   
Please don’t EVER relapse, you can get through ANYTHING. We are all here for 
you. You will one day look back on this, stronger than ever, because you trudged 
through a tough time, and stayed sober! 

 
(User #18)(2020-06-26 01:15:17): You are going to have to keep trying.  A simple shift in 
perception will help you. You are focusing on the fact that it is difficult to get an apartment, 
Rather than accept it this difficulty, you are fighting against it. You are refusing to accept it. 
When you say you "want to relapse" you're saying "I want to reject reality".  As a recovered 
addict, you know you cannot reject reality. If you try, it just gets worse.  Change your mental 
focus. Rather than railing against the fact the difficulty exists, consider the tools of your mind 
and body that exist to solve it. And consider the parts of it that can't be helped; expect the 
difficulty.  And you must also step back and be objective; you have taken a knock, and you're 
already saying you want to use drugs. You're saying people should "celebrate" your recovery, 
and they should not consider your past as a drug-addicted felon.....yet that is precisely what you 
are flirting with returning to right now because they won't give you a lease.  Given this 
fact....how certain are you that they're wrong to reject your application? They're worried you'll go 
back to your old ways, and that is exactly what you're talking about doing. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 01:37:22): Few things coming up here.  I do not feel supported by 
what you said. I feel shamed. My experience with my recovery is that I cannot just 
'change my mental focus'. My brain is going to do what is wants to do and I cannot 
control it. Just because I want to use doesn't mean I will. I can want something and not 
give into it simultaneously.  Being in recovery doesn't invalidate me as a candidate for 
housing and doesn't mean I willingly 'flirt with returning to' using. Being a criminal 
invalidates me for housing.  I know the answer to dealing with this internally is to find 
compassion for the fear of rejection I have. What I asked for help with was finding a 
place to live because I sure as hell can't figure that out by myself. 

   
(User #18)(2020-06-26 02:00:52): &gt; Being in recovery doesn't invalidate me 
as a candidate for housing and doesn't mean I willingly 'flirt with returning to' 
using  You misunderstand. I am not saying your past means you "flirt with using". 
I believe in total recoveries.  However, you told me in this very post that this 
situation is making you want to return to using drugs. Here are your own words...  
&gt; I am writing this because I want to go relapse.  I believe you have to look at 
these words. I do not say this to shame you. I say this because the truth of your 
mindset might make it easier to see that the people you are currently angry at may 
have a point. This should make it easier for you to accept that people have a 
reason to be guarded about former felons.   "I feel shame so I want to use" is what 
led you to become a felon. You have expressed in this post that this situation 
about housing makes you want to relapse, which would set you back on that path. 
Perhaps you should see this as just a little extra time to address that way of 
thinking. 
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(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:34:00): I apologize for not being clear enough. 
There is a reason in the rooms of any peer support group giving advice or 
telling people how they feel isn't allowed. It may not be against the rules 
in this sub, but it is unwelcome to me. I would love to hear how you 
overcame similar feelings or events. If you want to continue telling me 
what I need to do, please don't. It is unwelcome. 

 
(User #19)(2020-06-26 00:59:52): I think looking at restorative justice programs can help, too--
there are a lot of programs meant to help people reintegrate. Here in Milwaukee ours is called 
Project RETURN; your area will probably have something similar. I echo what u/User #21 said 
that you should look into expungement. I'd also look on CL or other places for apartments where 
you're dealing with an individual, not a rental agency. Maybe check into a room in a 
house/getting a roommate, just because accountability is going to shift suddenly when you go 
from with your parents to being all by yourself. Pets help with that, too. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 01:01:53): Thank you for mentoning restorative justice. I actually 
am looking for apartment with roommate who is 7 yrs sober. She has dog and I have 2 
reptiles. 

   
(User #20)(2020-06-26 02:07:59): What reptiles? I’m getting my first one in a 
couple weeks. Think about them, if nothing else. You won’t be able to take care 
of them when you’re high.  Honestly, you’re not far away from being in the clear. 
Think back to when you were homeless, think about how far you’ve come since 
then. Just a couple of years and you can reapply! That won’t be something that 
can happen if you go down the rabbit hole with drugs again. All the people you’d 
be able to help soon? You wouldn’t anymore. Honestly, you’re pretty much where 
I aspire to be. Living with your parents also isn’t that bad. Appreciate your 
parents while you still have them. If you’re high during their last years and break 
the relationship you’ve been trying to mend... it won’t be that easy afterwards. 
Highs are temporary. The lives you could help if you keep clean now and the 
happiness you’d feel over it—they aren’t just temporary things. 

    
(User #1)(2020-06-26 02:36:48): Living with my parents IS that bad lol. 
Baptist conservatives. Means I can't date or have a social life. Even at 31 
I'm constantly questioned and judged by them.  I have a ball python and 
leopard gecko that are my love life currently lol. I snuggle with them both 
even tho the leo isn't affectionate at all. You are right. If I relapse: they die 

     
(User #20)(2020-06-26 03:12:26): Oh wow okay no that’s not too 
great haha. I still live at home because of well, mental health issues 
etc, but my parents never really were that strict.  Aww! That’s the 
reptile I’m getting, a ball python that is. So good, keep those 
snuggle buddies and keeping them alive as a focus! Waking back 
up after a bender to find them... that would be heartbreaking. 
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(User #1)(2020-06-26 03:14:54): I had a friend who is a 
chronic relapsed who did that. See my post history for the 
bearded dragons memorial. I helped foster it during their 
using until my parents said I had to get rid of him. 

 
(User #21)(2020-06-26 00:55:32): Many states have programs for expunging convictions, 
particularly if the offender was young at the time the crime was convicted.  I'm not sure where 
you would begin to look into this, but if you have a local Legal Aid office, that might be a good 
place to start. 
  

(User #1)(2020-06-26 00:58:13): Thank you for the advice. I was 24 at the time of the 
crime and 28 at the time of conviction. I committed the crime. Not sure if expunging is an 
option but I think I need to begin exploring that. The world doesn't want me to succeed as 
a convicted felon. 

 


